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Marjah district governor meets with female elected officials, Marines
The district governor of Marjah, Abdul Mutalib, met with three female members of Helmand’s Provincial
Council and a member of the Department of Women’s Affairs, April 2, to discuss ways local government
can help the women of Marjah. Razia Baluch, Malika Helmandi and Karima, all elected officials with the
Provincial Council serving four-year terms, and Sharifa, an employee with the Department of Women’s
Affairs, flew to Marjah from Lashkar Gah alongside Marines from the Female Engagement Team 11-1, II
Marine Expeditionary Force Headquarters Group (Forward).
CIA Director Panetta Honors Excellence in Foreign Language
In a ceremony held last week at CIA Headquarters, Director Leon E. Panetta presented the Foreign
Language Excellence Award to an undercover senior officer who used his near-native fluency in three
languages to run operations overseas in the past year. Established in 2008, the award recognizes the
exceptional use of languages by Agency officers and reflects the CIA’s emphasis on increasing the
foreign language skills of its workforce.
Love of languages, cultures guided new UI director
Growing up, Russell Ganim's parents spoke Spanish whenever they wanted to keep a secret from their
children. That spurred Ganim to study the language, which in turn developed into a love for other
languages and cultures. Ganim, 50, now speaks Spanish and French, and after spending the last 18
years as a French professor at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, he will become the director of the
University of Iowa's newly merged Division of World Languages, Literatures and Cultures on July 1. He
will oversee a unit that will include all 16 languages offered at UI.
CSUS reports increase in foreign language study
The Connecticut State University System says the number of students taking foreign language classes
has jumped nearly 10 percent. The university system says the number of courses offered in Chinese has
doubled in recent years and classes have also been added in Japanese, Arabic, Portuguese, Hebrew,
and Russian.
Native American Language Fair
This morning more than 600 students showcased their Native American language skills in the largest
language fair in the nation. The two day event at the Sam Noble Museum in Norman brings together as
many as 25 different tribes and 23 native languages. Students compete in a variety of categories
including spoken word, song, book, poster and more modern power point and film video categories. The
language fair brings students from Pre-K through 12th grade and from across the state of Oklahoma and
other states.

PREVIOUS NEWS

UAE Army trains its soldiers to speak Farsi
The UAE Army is training a new cadre of soldiers to speak Farsi in hopes their language program will
continue the process of smoothing relations between the UAE and Iran. The desire is for the students to
understand the language and culture of the biggest country in the Middle East to reduce the chance for
conflict with Iran.

Urdu enters the digital age
Computer scientists and the University of Buffalo and at Janya Inc. have developed the first software
system that will allow for computational processing of documents in Urdu, Pakistan’s national language
and one of the world’s five most-spoken languages.
Language and Culture Go Together
Be patient with immigrants to the U.S. who are trying to assimilate and learn the English language and
American culture. Instead of impatience we should show respect for the person’s efforts to become more
fluent.
st

1 ANGLICO Marines prepare to converse with ANA
st
1 ANGLICO Marines will embed into Afghan National Army units and communicate with the local
population as part of their mission to coordinate naval gunfire and close-air support to coalition forces. To
do this, the Marines are learning Dari as part of a six-week long pre-deployment training evolution that
concludes April 14.
The BBC’s Foreign Language Services have been sacrificed to budget cuts – a profound loss for
Britain
nd
On March 22 , many of the BBC Radio Foreign Language Services were silenced as part of the British
government’s budget cuts. No longer will the BBC talk on the airwaves in Russian, Hindi, Mandarin,
Turkish, Vietnamese, Azeri, Ukrainian, Albanian, Cuban-Spanish, Portuguese-African, Serbian, or
Macedonian.
UMass Prof makes it her mission to help keep Navajo language alive
Peggy Speas a veteran linguist at the University of Massachusetts is making efforts to help preserve the
Navajo language. She is a founding member of the Navajo Language Academy, which is a group that
works with teachers and linguists to further language instruction in the Navajo Nation (reservation) in
Arizona and New Mexico and in a variety of regional colleges.
Wisconsin National Guard members selected for all-female Special Forces team
Four Wisconsin Army National Guard Soldiers have been selected for the Female Engagement Team, an
all female supporting Army Special Combat forces by interacting with local women in combat zones. "It
took a lot of resilience, solid work ethic and teamwork," Elegeert said, adding that these same principles
will be needed to prepare for the upcoming mission. "Gaining maximum mental awareness and physical
strength is a must," she said. It was the most difficult and challenging thing I have done in my entire 25plus years in the military," Dumke said. "I believe it was basically an abbreviated version of what the
males must go through in order to be selected to enter the Special Forces." Army Sgt. Sonia Buchanan of
the Wisconsin Joint Force Headquarters said there was no feedback during the assessment process until
the final day.
UK Female Engagement Teams prepare for deployment to Afghanistan
Last week twenty-two female soldiers received training from the Military Stabilisation Support Group
(MSSG) and the Stabilisation Unit in preparation for their deployment as part of a Female Engagement
Team (FET). Five civilian experts also attended, two of whom will deploy to Helmand as Stabilisation
Advisors in a couple of weeks time. FETs are made up of female soldiers and have been developed to
enable the military to better engage with communities in Afghanistan.
Chinese score low in English proficiency test
Chinese have poor English skills despite their huge efforts in language training, according to a study
released today. China ranks only the 29th in the English Proficiency Index, a lower range, and behind
Asian rivals such as Malaysia, Japan and South Korea. Test-oriented, rote learning habits did not give
Chinese students the real language skills, education experts said. The EPI report was based on a free
online English test participated by 2 million adults from 44 countries and regions where English is not the
native language.
Language Bowl puts students' knowledge of French, German, Latin and Spanish to the test

Teams of students from 18 area high schools put their knowledge of French, German, Latin and Spanish
to the test in an academic competition, followed by a more irreverent song contest. Participation in the
language bowl was up this year, which pleased Sylvia Rode, who chairs the USI Department of Modern
and Classical Languages. USI has worked with local schools on training events for language teachers
and also on college credit opportunities for students. Under the latter program, high school students can
receive college credit in language courses taught by masters-level instructors, Rode said.
Examples of the Interagency Language Roundtable Scale
The following descriptions of proficiency levels 0+, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 characterize spoken-language use.
Each higher level implies control of the previous levels' functions and accuracy. The designation 1+, 2+,
etc. will be assigned when proficiency substantially exceeds one skill level and does not fully meet the
criteria for the next level.
Foreign etiquette for Americans: A guide to dos and don'ts abroad
On a trade mission in Brazil in 1974, McKain's mouth was full at a welcome dinner when a local mayor
asked whether he was enjoying his first Brazilian meal. McKain made an okay gesture with his thumb and
index finger — a gesture akin to extending a middle finger in the USA. "The mayor literally dropped his
jaw and his fork," recalls McKain, an author and professional speaker in Fishers, Ind. "Fortunately, my
age and inexperience allowed the more seasoned members of our delegation to prevent any lasting
damage from my mistake — and we all ended up in laughter minutes later. But it taught me a lesson I
have never forgotten."

